Interaction of water vapour at 298 K with Al-MCM-41 materials synthesised at room temperature
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Abstract

The interaction of water vapour with Al-MCM-41, prepared by direct synthesis at ambient temperature and pressure, using tetraethoxysilane, aluminium sulfate, hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide and ammonia, and its effect on the pore structure were studied in order to investigate the stability towards prolonged exposure to water vapour and the influence of the aluminium content. With this purpose two consecutive water adsorption isotherms were determined at 298 K on samples with Si/Al ratio between 15 and 100. The samples were characterised by X-ray diffraction and adsorption of nitrogen at 77 K and toluene at 298 K, prior to and after exposure to water vapour. Pore size distributions were calculated from nitrogen, toluene and water adsorption isotherms using, respectively, the NLDFT method, a recently developed hybrid MC-DBdB method and the DBdB macroscopic approximation. It was found that Al-MCM-41 samples are significantly stable and that the stability improves as the amount of aluminium increases. Upon prolonged exposure to water vapour, there is a small decrease in pore size (3–5%), pore volume (8–16%) and total surface area (3–7%). The structural changes are essentially a consequence of the surface hydroxylation that occurred and not a result of a partial collapse of the pore structure. Although the presence of some extraframework Al can contribute to the improvement of the stability by protecting the surface, it was concluded that tetracoordinated Al plays an important role. The stabilizing effect of the Al incorporated in the walls can result from a higher degree of condensation on the surface of the pore walls and from the mild acidity generated.
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1. Introduction

MCM-41, with a porous structure consisting of an hexagonal array of unidirectional cylindrical pores of uniform size, is one of the members of ordered mesoporous materials most studied, whose extraordinary features, disclosed in 1992 [1,2], include high surface areas and pore volumes, tunable pore size and the possibility of incorporation of heteroatoms into the silica structure. This set of characteristics makes them attractive for fundamental studies as well as for applications in the fields of adsorption and catalysis, especially when bulky molecules, that do not fit into the pores of usual adsorbents and catalysts such as zeolites, are involved. In particular, the introduction of aluminium into the MCM-41 structure is of special interest because it generates acidity. Although the acid strength of these materials is not yet at the required levels for processes such as catalytic cracking [3], they can have an interesting performance in other catalytic processes involving large molecules and requiring mild acidity [4–8].
Another limiting aspect for their application in fluidized catalytic cracking is the low hydrothermal stability during the regeneration process to remove the coke [5]. The hydrothermal stability, in boiling water or steam at high temperatures, of aluminium containing MCM-41 has been considered in several publications and, as with silica grades [9], it seems to be dependent on the synthesis conditions [10,11] and, in particular, on the aluminium content. For example, although higher hydrothermal stability has been found for Al-MCM-41 compared with pure silica materials [12–15], with Al grafted MCM-41 appearing to have superior stability to that of directly synthesised materials [16–19], several studies have indicated that hydrothermal stability decreases with the increase of Al content [3,14,18]. It has been demonstrated that improvement of hydrothermal stability of aluminosilicate samples can be achieved through control of the synthesis conditions to lead to thicker and more highly condensed pore walls [20,21].

Other processes, in catalysis and also in adsorption, do not require high hydrothermal stability, but the presence of water or water vapour at room temperature can be a limiting factor. It has been reported that structural degradation of pure silica MCM-41 materials can occur even at 298 K if the material is exposed to water vapour for prolonged periods [22–24], the extent depending on synthesis conditions [24,25]. Improvement of stability can be achieved by modification of the surface with organosilanes [15,22,24,26–30], by pyrolytic carbon deposition [31] or by post-synthesis silicification, using tetraethoxysilane in hexane [32]. With Al-MCM-41 different behaviour, varying from good stability [15,33,34] to irreversible collapse upon hydration [23], has also been reported for different materials. Recently, we have shown that Al-MCM-41 with Si/Al = 30 prepared by a room temperature procedure previously described [37] and was based on that developed by other authors [35], but with some variations to adapt to the different metal source. Samples with Si/Al = 30 and 15 were obtained from the same uncalted batch of Al41-S(30)a and Al41-S(15)a of the previous work [37].

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were carried out on a Bruker AXS-D8 Advance powder diffractometer, using Cu Kα radiation (40 kV, 30 mA), with a step size of 0.01° (2θ) and 5 s per step.

Nitrogen adsorption isotherms at 77 K were determined on a CE Instruments Sorptomatic 1990 using helium (Linde) and nitrogen (Air Liquide) of 99.999% purity. Prior to the adsorption measurements all samples were outgassed at 453 K for 8 h.

The toluene and water vapour adsorption isotherms at 298 K were determined gravimetrically in an apparatus equipped with a CI Electronics MK2 vacuum microbalance and an Edwards Barocel 622 (0–100 mbar) capacitance manometer. The temperature of the circulating liquid jacket around the balance tubes was controlled within ±0.1 K using a Grant LTD thermostat and a Masterflex peristaltic pump. Blank measurements indicated that buoyancy corrections were negligible. The sensitivity and reproducibility of weight readings allowed a reproducibility of the amounts adsorbed better than 1 or 4 μmol g⁻¹ for toluene or water, respectively. Toluene and water were used after being purified by double distillation and then outgassed in the vacuum rig by repeated freeze-thaw cycles. Initially and between runs all samples were outgassed at 453 K for 8 h. The saturation pressure and density of each adsorptive at the working temperature were calculated from the data and equations given in the literature [38]. The water measurements took on average 3–4 weeks for each sample due to the long equilibration times.

2. Calculation of pore size distributions

Pore size distributions were calculated from nitrogen adsorption isotherms using the NLDFT method [39] and from toluene adsorption isotherms using a recently developed hybrid MC-DBdB method [40]. Pore size distributions were also calculated from water desorption isotherms using the Derjaguin–Broekhoff–De
Boer macroscopic approximation [41,42] (see also [43] for detailed description of the theory). The theory requires an equation for the adsorption film thickness on a non-porous substrate (disjoining pressure isotherm). Water adsorption is very sensitive to the chemistry of the surface, i.e., the number of hydroxyl groups. Usually, the first adsorption isotherm, results in significantly lower adsorption per unit of surface area compared to subsequent adsorption isotherms on the rehydroxylated surface [44]. While the amount adsorbed per unit area may vary, the shape of water isotherms after the completion of the monolayer on different materials is quite similar, and can be approximated by a common t-curve [45,46]. Therefore, the most important parameter from the point of view of estimating the pore size distributions is the absolute amount adsorbed per unit area. We used a water isotherm on a non-porous alumina surface as reported by Naono and Hakuman [47]. The BET C-constant for this isotherm is ca. 26, and the monolayer adsorption corresponds to $P/P_0 = 0.18$. The amount adsorbed in the monolayer is ca. 13 μmol/m² or 7.8 H₂O/nm². When expressed as the number of adsorbed layers, the isotherm is quite similar to the isotherms reported by Hagymassy et al. [45] and Raoof et al. [46]. We approximated this isotherm using the following equation for the disjoining pressure isotherm (film thickness $h$):
\[
\ln\left(\frac{P}{P_0}\right) = -\frac{k}{h^m}
\]
with the parameters $K = 9.5$ and $m = 2$, where $h$ is in Angstroms. Other parameters for water adsorption were the surface tension of 72 mN/m, and the molar liquid volume $V_L = 0.018$ m³/mmol.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterisation of original samples by XRD, nitrogen and toluene adsorption

The powder X-ray diffraction patterns presented in Fig. 1, are typical of MCM-41 materials, showing three to four diffraction peaks which can be indexed to a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice. Although the XRD patterns show that all samples have regular pore structures, those corresponding to samples with Si/Al ratios 100 and 50 are better resolved, being composed of four peaks. In addition, the intensity of all the diffraction peaks slightly decreases as the aluminium content in the material
increases, which indicates that the incorporation of Al occurs at the expense of some loss of structural regularity, in a greater extent than titanium using a similar room temperature procedure [36,48].

The nitrogen adsorption isotherms determined on the Al-MCM-41 samples and shown in Fig. 2 are all type IVc [49], completely reversible and exhibiting a steep capillary condensation step, indicating uniformity of the cylindrical pore sizes. The toluene isotherms, as shown in Fig. 3, are similar to those of nitrogen except in the position of the condensation step, which occurs at lower $P/P_0$, as previously found also on pure silica ordered mesoporous materials [40].

The surface areas and pore volumes presented in Table 1 and 2, respectively, for nitrogen and toluene, were obtained in the usual manner [44,49] from the slopes and intercepts of the $x_a$ plots, respectively, which were constructed using data for the adsorption of the corresponding adsorptive on non-porous partially hydroxylated silica [49]. The first linear region prior to mesopore filling, of each nitrogen $x_a$ plot, could be back-extrapolated through the origin, indicating the absence of primary micropores. Therefore an estimate of mesopore diameter is provided by the values of $D_p(g)$ also presented in Table 1 which were calculated, using the unit cell parameter values, $a_o$, obtained by XRD, and the nitrogen mesopore volume, on the basis of geometrical considerations for the ideal model of an hexagonal array of non-intersecting cylindrical pores.

From the nitrogen adsorption results in Table 1 it can be seen that all samples have high surface areas and high pore volumes. The low external areas exhibited together with the proximity between the values of $V_p$ and total adsorbed volume at $P/P_o = 0.90$ ($V_{0.9}$) indicates that practically all surface area corresponds to internal surface of mesopores. As the mesopore surface areas obtained by the $x_a$ method are overestimated, as it is well known, the mesopore surface areas were also obtained by the NLDFT method. The results, also presented in Table 1, are about 20% lower than those obtained by $x_a$ method. On the other hand, the mesopores volumes obtained by $x_a$ and NLDFT are in excellent agreement with each other.

For toluene the total surface area values are not presented as the $x_a$ results evidenced an enhancement of the adsorption in the first linear region, as previously noticed also for neopentane on pure silica [50]. There is a good agreement of the external surface areas obtained from nitrogen and toluene $x_a$ plots after pore filling. On the other hand, the toluene pore volumes are in all cases smaller than

![Fig. 2. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms at 77 K determined prior to and after water adsorption (a.w.a) on Al-MCM-41 materials with Si/Al of: (a) 100; (b) 50; (c) 30 and (d) 15 (empty symbols: adsorption, filled symbols: desorption).](image-url)
those obtained from the nitrogen isotherms. This difference is not surprising as similar results were previously obtained with other hydrocarbons [50] and also toluene [40] on Si-MCM-41, and can be due mainly to the existence of roughness on the surface of the pore walls which excludes the bulkier organic molecules. In fact, different authors have considered that the pore walls of the MCM-41 materials are not smooth but that instead they exhibit considerable roughness [51–53].

The pore size distributions presented in Fig. 4 were calculated by application of the NLDFT and MC-DBdB methods to the nitrogen and toluene adsorption isotherms, respectively. The pore size distributions indicate good uniformity of the original samples, especially materials with high Si/Al ratio. The widths of the distributions are slightly wider for toluene. We have estimated the pore diameters from the median of the pore size distributions, and the values are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Consistent results (to within 0.15 nm) have been obtained from nitrogen and toluene. In addition, the values are also in good agreement with those of $D_p(g)$.

If a comparison is made between the NLDFT pore sizes and hydraulic pore widths (not shown), calculated using the results from $z_s$ analysis as $d_p(H) = 4V_p/A_s - A_{\text{ext}}$, the values obtained for nitrogen cross sectional area are between 0.134 and 0.14 nm$^2$. These results are similar to those previously found for pure silicas [50,54] and also for aluminosilicate samples based on comparison from nitrogen and argon BET surface areas [55].

A general overview of the results shows that with increasing aluminium content, the external surface areas remain practically constant, and there is a decrease of the pore volume, total surface area and pore diameter, although not very drastic, as also found in previous studies on other aluminosilicate samples [56].

### 3.2. Water vapour adsorption

The two consecutive water adsorption-desorption isotherms determined at 298 K on the four Al-MCM-41 with Si/Al ratios 100, 50, 30 and 15, are shown in Fig. 5. A general overview of the results points to some common features with those previously obtained on pure silica grades [24], although there are some important differences which will be discussed and that clearly indicate a higher stability of the aluminium containing samples.

In all cases, both adsorption isotherms present a steep capillary condensation step and exhibit a large hysteresis...
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$a_0$ (nm)</th>
<th>$d_o$ (nm)</th>
<th>$V_o$ (cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$V_{p(DFT)}$ (cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$D_p$ (DFT) (nm)</th>
<th>$D_p$ (DFT) (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al-MCM-41(100)</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>1082</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.w.a.</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>1004</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.w.a.</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-MCM-41(50)</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>1035</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.w.a.</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-MCM-41(30)</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.w.a.</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>953</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-MCM-41(15)</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.w.a.</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>901</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $a_0$ – unit cell parameter; $d_o$ and $V_o$ – total surface area and mesopore volume (in terms of equivalent liquid volume); $V_{p(DFT)}$ and $D_p$ (DFT) – mesopore surface area and mesopore volume calculated using NLDFT method [39]; $D_p$ (DFT) – mesopore diameter calculated using hybrid MC-DBdB method [40].

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$A_{ext}$ (m$^2$ g$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$V_p$ (cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$V_{0.9}$ (cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$D_p$ (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al-MCM-41(100)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.w.a.</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-MCM-41(50)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.w.a.</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-MCM-41(30)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.w.a.</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-MCM-41(15)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.w.a.</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $A_{ext}$ and $V_p$ – external surface area and mesopore volume (in terms of equivalent liquid volume) obtained by the $x_{\alpha}$ method; $V_{0.9}$ – volume adsorbed at 0.9$p/o$ (in terms of equivalent liquid volume); $D_p$ – mesopore diameter calculated using hybrid MC-DBdB method [40].

With regard to the first water isotherm, it can be seen that samples with higher aluminium content adsorb a higher amount of water at low $P/P_o$ prior to pore filling, reflecting differences in the surface chemistry among samples. As expected, the surface of the samples with lower Si/Al is more hydrophilic in agreement with findings of others [58], and it is consistent with the previously observed increase in the acidic catalytic performance with the increase in aluminium content [37].

The gradual but clear shift of the condensation step towards lower $P/P_o$ with the increase of the Al content is consistent with the decrease of the pore size in the same direction, as indicated by the nitrogen and toluene adsorption results. However, the big differences in the pressure at which the capillary condensation starts should also be related with the differences in the surface chemistry, namely the increase in the number of active sites with the increase in aluminium content, leading to an increase of the hydrophilic character. In fact, it was seen before that a shift in the condensation step in the opposite direction, to higher $P/P_o$, occurred when the MCM-41 surface was turned more hydrophobic by pyrolytic carbon deposition [31].

At the end of the desorption, and even after reoutgassing at 453 K, a small residual uptake of water was retained in the samples confirming that hydroxylation had occurred. Those residual uptakes were taken into account in the second isotherm for each sample, so that the amount adsorbed...
on the second isotherm corresponds to the total amount adsorbed, i.e., the amount adsorbed during the second isotherm determination plus the amount of water that remained on the sample after outgassing.

The second water isotherm, obtained after outgassing of the sample is, in all cases, similar to the first one, continuing to exhibit a sharp pore filling step and the same hysteresis behaviour, despite the hysteresis loop now being much narrower. All samples adsorb a higher amount of water at low pressure during the second isotherm determination. The higher amount adsorbed arises from a stronger interaction between the water molecules and the surface, which was hydroxylated during the first exposure to water. The proximity between the initial part of the second adsorption branch and the first desorption branch indicates that during the first isotherm the hydroxylation of the surface was essentially complete. It is evident from Fig. 5 that the condensation inside the pores starts at much lower pressure than in the first isotherm, which can be associated with an increase in the strength of the adsorbate–adsorbent interaction. However, it can also result from a narrowing of the pores that occurred in all samples upon the first adsorption–desorption cycle and that will be confirmed in the following section.

For the purpose of comparison, the equivalent monolayer capacities were estimated assuming applicability of the BET equation to water adsorption. For the first adsorption run, the values vary from 1.4 H$_2$O/nm$^2$ for Al-MCM-41(100) to 3.2 H$_2$O/nm$^2$ for Al-MCM-41(15). Water adsorption increases after rehydroxylation of the surface, i.e., 3.6 H$_2$O/nm$^2$ for Al-MCM-41(100), and 5.6 H$_2$O/nm$^2$ for Al-MCM-41(15). Although values for non-

![Fig. 4. Pore volume distributions prior to and after water adsorption (a.w.a) calculated from nitrogen isotherms, using NLDFT method [39] and from toluene isotherms using hybrid MC-DBdB method [40], of Al-MCM-41 materials with Si/Al of: (a) 100; (b) 50; (c) 30 and (d) 15. Also shown are pore volume distributions calculated from water desorption isotherms using DBdB method (see text).](image-url)
Porous silicas or aluminas vary depending on the type and pretreatment [59,60], our values are in between some reported for non-porous silica (e.g. 0.4 and 1.4 H$_2$O/nm$^2$ respectively for dehydroxylated silica and partially hydroxylated silica TK800 [59]) and alumina (e.g. 7.8 H$_2$O/nm$^2$ as calculated from data of Naono [47]). This is not surprising as we have previously shown [37] that the samples contain mainly framework aluminium (tetrahedrally coordinated) which alters the surface chemical properties, in comparison with pure silica, resulting in acidic properties which increase with increasing Al content, and the extraframework aluminium (octahedrally coordinated in alumina) exist in a lower proportion. In addition, we should stress that the values presented merely allow an appreciation in relative terms of the effect of Al content on these samples which were prepared in the same conditions and the differences between the first and second runs. The adsorbed values in this low pressure region are very sensitive to the surface chemistry and, as was pointed out [6], surface chemical properties depend on the sample preparation, including synthesis and calcination conditions. This would obviously reflect on the specific adsorption of water in the low pressure region and therefore it is expected that the absolute values obtained will differ between aluminosilicate samples prepared by different methods.

Besides the changes in the surface chemistry, the water adsorption results also give indication about eventual structural alterations resulting from exposure to water vapour. Considering the total water uptakes obtained at 0.9P$_o$, presented in Table 3, it can be noticed that the values for the second runs are identical or only slightly lower than those corresponding to the first isotherm, which is in marked contrast with the behaviour of pure silica MCM-41 for which the limiting uptakes on repeat runs were significantly reduced. The similarity of the $V_{0.9}$ values in the

Fig. 5. Two consecutive water adsorption isotherms at 298 K on Al-MCM-41 materials with Si/Al of: (a) 100; (b) 50; (c) 30 and (d) 15 (empty symbols: adsorption, filled symbols: desorption).

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$V_{0.9}(1)$ (cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$V_{0.9}(2)$ (cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$D_p$ (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al-MCM-41(100)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-MCM-41(50)</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-MCM-41(30)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-MCM-41(15)</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$V_{0.9}(1)$, $V_{0.9}(2)$ – volume adsorbed at 0.9p$^*$ (in terms of equivalent liquid volume) on first and second adsorption isotherms; $D_p$ – mesopore diameter calculated using DBdB method (see text).
two consecutive runs, indicates that no significant alterations occurred between the first measurement and the second and, in addition, that if any structural changes occurred they were mainly during the first adsorption but not during the desorption. This is also in contrast with what was found with pure silica grades, which indicated that structural changes occurred also during desorption of water [24]. Despite the differences between $V_{0.9}$ of the two runs being null or very small, a tendency of increasing difference with decreasing metal content is observed, suggesting that samples Al-MCM-41(100) and Al-MCM-41(50) are slightly less stable towards water vapour than Al-MCM-41(30) and Al-MCM-41(15).

To assess the changes in the pore structure of the samples due to water adsorption, we have also calculated the pore size distributions from water desorption branches (Fig. 4) using the DBdB approximation described above. Several features are worth mentioning. First, the pore sizes determined from water desorption isotherms are in good agreement with nitrogen and toluene measurements. For samples with low Al content, e.g. Al-MCM-41(100) and Al-MCM-41(50), the pore size obtained from water is in a somewhat better agreement with nitrogen and toluene pore sizes determined before water adsorption, while for samples with high Al content (Al-MCM-41(30) and Al-MCM-41(15)), water pore size is in a better agreement with the pore size obtained after sample exposure to water. It is also remarkable that for samples exposed to water, the widths of nitrogen, toluene and water pore size distributions are in excellent agreement with each other. This means that the water desorption isotherm can be considered as an equilibrium branch, suitable for pore size distribution calculations in materials with uniform cylindrical pores. It should be noted however, that the agreement in the absolute values of pore diameters calculated from the macroscopic DBdB theory, and those calculated from more advanced NLDFT and MC methods, is due to our choice of the disjoining pressure isotherm on pure alumina surface, which exhibits 1.4–2.2 times higher monolayer adsorption per unit area than was estimated for our samples. Had we used the isotherm on a silica surface, the pore diameters calculated from DBdB would have been underestimated, as was observed for nitrogen and argon adsorption [43]. The second feature is that we did not find any noticeable difference between the pore size distributions calculated from the first and second water desorption isotherms. This also indicates that the pore structure of the samples does not change between the first and second water isotherm measurements although the surface chemistry changes dramatically as is evident from the adsorption branches.

A global analysis of the results so far presented allows us to conclude that, taking into account the prolonged contact with pure water vapour and that samples were submitted to two cycles of water adsorption-desorption and also desorption at 453 K, the Al-MCM-41 with Si/Al between 100 and 15 prepared by this room temperature procedure are quite stable in the presence of water vapour at 298 K, the samples with higher Al content being slightly more stable.

### 3.3. Characterisation of the samples exposed to water by XRD, nitrogen and toluene adsorption

The results presented in Figs. 1–3 and Tables 1 and 2, clearly indicate that the materials still retain considerable structural ordering and high pore volumes and that structural alterations occurred to a much lesser extent than with the corresponding pure silica materials prepared by a similar method and also with an hydrothermally synthesised material [24].

In all cases, there is a decrease in the total surface area and pore volume, although not very accentuated (between 3–7% in surface area and 8–16% in nitrogen pore volume). In addition, it is evident that there is a reduction in pore size and a loss of uniformity of the pore structure is also observed, as the capillary condensation steps on the toluene and nitrogen isotherms are less vertical than prior to water adsorption, this being particularly obvious in the toluene isotherms. These features are confirmed by the pore size distributions.

Nevertheless, the overall shape of the isotherms is identical to those obtained prior to water adsorption, indicating that the structure was not significantly altered even after the second exposure to water and the desorption cycle. The X-ray diffraction data confirms this conclusion. In all cases, the pattern continues to exhibit three relatively well defined peaks. However, a slight loss of structural regularity occurs since, in all cases, the intensity of the peaks diminishes and the fourth peak present on the initial patterns of Al-MCM-41(100) and Al-MCM-41(50) has completely disappeared.

Furthermore, it can seen that, with the exception of Al-MCM-41(100), the values of $a_0$ remain practically constant, which indicates that the reduction in pore size that occurred is basically a consequence of the hydroxylation during the first isotherm leading to an increase in wall thickness as shown in Table 1 and not a result of a partial collapse of the pore structure.

Pore narrowing can account partially for the decrease in nitrogen and toluene pore volumes. If we assume a model of cylindrical pores, the ratio of pore volume before and after water exposure should be equal to the ratio of the square of the pore radius. This is the case for Al-MCM-41(15) when considering the nitrogen results, suggesting that pore narrowing can be the sole factor leading to the decrease of pore volume for this sample. It should be noted that pore narrowing should also lead to a decrease in the uptake of water adsorption for the second run at high relative pressures higher than that appearing in Fig. 5 and Table 3. However it should be remembered that the amount adsorbed on the second isotherm corresponds to the total amount adsorbed, including that remaining after the first isotherm. If we consider only the amount adsorbed
during the second isotherm, neglecting that retained after outgassing then, in all cases, the water uptakes at high relative pressures are slightly below those on the first one which is then consistent with the decrease in the pore size of the MCM-41 materials.

If the same comparison is done as previously of hydraulic pore widths (not shown) using the results from X̅ analysis, and the NLDFT pore sizes, values for the nitrogen cross sectional area between 0.131 nm² and 0.134 nm², lower than on the original samples, are obtained. Changes of cross sectional area with the degree of hydroxylation have also been observed for a number of oxides [49,61].

An interesting feature regarding the toluene adsorption is that for all samples the amount adsorbed before capillary condensation is superior to that adsorbed by the original sample. The results suggest that the toluene molecule is sensitive to the surface chemistry and it interacts specifically. In this way, a stronger interaction occurs with the surface richer in hydroxyl groups. In fact, adsorption of toluene on non-porous silicas indicates a certain degree of specificity associated with adsorbate–adsorbent interaction [62]. Somewhat stronger interaction of toluene with the pore surfaces after exposure to water vapour is indirectly evidenced from the broadening of the pore size distributions. It should be noted that the model for calculating pore size distributions from toluene isotherms had been developed for pure silica MCM-41 materials. Application of this model to materials with higher number of hydroxyl groups and/or with high aluminium content may result in a broadening of the pore size distributions and appearance of small amounts of artificial pores at the lower end of the PSD, e.g. below 3 nm (Fig. 4).

Analysing in more detail the nitrogen and toluene data obtained prior to and after water adsorption we can get some information about the textural changes that occurred. If we calculate the ratio between \( V_0.5 \) after water adsorption and before for toluene and nitrogen we see that for the hydrocarbon, the values obtained are 0.89 or very close in all cases, whereas those corresponding to nitrogen increase steadily from 0.84 for Al-MCM-41(100) to 0.94 for Al-MCM-41(15). The results indicate that the interaction of water with the surface affects differently the adsorption of toluene and nitrogen, having a more negative effect on the nitrogen adsorption for the samples with the lowest Al content and, on the contrary, a more negative effect on the toluene adsorption for the Al-MCM-41(30) and Al-MCM-41(15).

Considering first the samples with Si/Al of 30 and 15, the results can have an easy explanation: the hydroxylation of the surface and consequent pore narrowing changed the space inside the channels and the bulkier toluene molecules are not capable of a space occupation as efficient as the smaller nitrogen molecules and so the toluene total uptake experiences a higher decrease.

With regard to the samples Al-MCM-41(100) and Al-MCM-41(50) the opposite situation is observed. Since it does not seem probable that after water adsorption the bulky toluene molecules can fit in spaces where nitrogen did not have access, a possible explanation is that there were spaces that became unavailable for nitrogen which were already (before water adsorption) not accessible to the toluene molecules. This could be related with defects on the pore wall surfaces where nitrogen can fit but toluene cannot. During water adsorption these defects are blocked, becoming inaccessible to nitrogen and so a higher decrease in the pore volume is observed for this adsorptive. The fact that similar results are not observed with samples Al-MCM-41(30) and Al-MCM-41(15) suggests a lower degree of these defects.

### 3.4. Stability of the Al-MCM-41 samples

Comparing the results obtained here with those presented previously for the adsorption of water on pure silica MCM-41 materials synthesised at room temperature [24] it is clear that a different behaviour towards water vapour is exhibited by the Al-MCM-41 materials, even by those with the lowest Al content.

Although a decrease in the pore size and capacity is observed for all the Al-MCM-41 samples after exposure to water vapour, it is not comparable with the changes that occur with the Si-MCM-41 materials. These results clearly show that the introduction of aluminium stabilises the structure with respect to prolonged exposure to pure water vapour at 298 K and that the degree of stabilisation depends on the amount of aluminium present. It is interesting to note that addition of aluminium, either by grafting or by direct synthesis, was also found to significantly increase the aqueous stability of mesoporous silica thin films [63].

Several explanations can be put forward to explain the improvement of the stability of the Al-MCM-41 samples towards water vapour at 298 K.

A possible explanation is related with the extraframework, octahedrally coordinated aluminium. \( ^{27}\text{Al} \) MAS NMR spectra have shown that some dealumination occurs upon calcination with formation of a small proportion of hexacoordinated aluminium [37]. Indeed, some studies on the hydrothermal stability of aluminosilicates, including Al-MCM-41 [17] and zeolite materials [64] indicate that extraframework Al increases this type of stability by acting as a protective barrier over the surface. This protective layer hides the surface silanol groups making their reaction with the water molecules impossible. The presence of aluminium not incorporated in the walls, even in a small proportion, can explain the stability of the samples Al-MCM-41(30) and Al-MCM-41(15), by avoiding the reaction of the silanol groups with water. These extraframework species could be a major factor accounting for the roughness of the pore wall surfaces for these higher content samples. However, it does not seem reasonable that the extraframework aluminium could be capable of covering almost all the very high surface area, especially in the case of samples with lower Al content (Si/Al of
100 and 50), that although less stable than those with Si/Al of 30 and 15, are still much more stable than the pure silica material. Therefore, the extraframework Al can play a role in the stabilisation of the Al-MCM-41 structure but it cannot be the only factor. In fact, Mokaya [14] tested the hydrothermal stability of an Al-MCM-41 material presenting only extraframework aluminium and found that this sample was not as stable as those with aluminium also incorporated on the walls.

Consequently, it seems likely that the tetracoordinated aluminium, incorporated in the walls, has also a stabilisation effect. One of the reasons could be the improvement of the polymerisation degree of the walls, namely at the pore surfaces, due to the formation of stronger Si–O–Al bonds, leading to denser walls and less surface defects. This hypothesis would be in agreement with the nitrogen and toluene adsorption results presented before. The comparison of the results before and after water adsorption for the two adsorptives made in the previous section could be explained by the presence of defects on the pore wall surfaces of samples Al-MCM-41(100) and Al-MCM-41(50). Those defects, that could be the major factor accounting for the surface roughness in these lower Al content samples, would be related with a low degree of polymerisation of the surface of the walls and therefore they would be areas highly susceptible to the attack of water molecules. Upon hydroxylation these defects would be blocked to nitrogen molecules. Therefore, the results indicate that this type of defects decreases with the increase of the aluminium content as the ratio of the $V_{0.9}$ after and prior to water adsorption for nitrogen of sample Al-MCM-41(50) is higher than that of Si/Al = 100. So, we can conclude that the aluminium decreases the presence of these defects which leads to an increase in the stability.

Another plausible factor that may account for the good Al-MCM-41 stability is related with its acidity. Taking into account that these Al-MCM-41 present Bronsted acid sites, as previously shown by the catalytic results [37], and that during the water vapour adsorption capillary condensation takes place inside the pores, it is possible that proton donation from the adsorbent to water occurs, turning the environment inside the pores slightly acidic. It is known that the water attack on Si–O–Si bonds and terminal OH groups is catalysed by OH$^-$, which is the reason why desilication of zeolites is accomplished in alkaline solutions [65]. In opposition, Al–O–Si bond dissociation is catalysed by acids and so aluminosilicates are dealuminated by acid solutions especially at high temperatures. In fact, other authors [66] have found that the structure of pure silica and aluminium containing MCM-41 was completely destroyed in basic solutions, due to rapid hydrolysis of Si–O–Si bonds, while the changes were much less in water and acidic solution as the hydrolysis of siloxane bonds was slower. No dealumination was found in water but it occurred in acidic solution leading to bigger changes. However, the decrease in surface area was more pronounced than in our work as the solution was strongly acid (pH 2).

So, it is possible that the mild acidity of Al-MCM-41, associated with tetracoordinated aluminium which was previously found to be the predominant species in the room temperature synthesised samples, turns the attack on siloxane linkages by water more difficult, and consequently less siloxane bond dissociation occurs. In addition, it is not sufficient, as well as the temperature is not high enough, to cause dealumination which would lead to more pronounced structural alterations than those observed. Therefore, the increase of the acid sites can be an additional factor contributing to the increase of the structural stability of Al-MCM-41 as the Al content increases.

4. Conclusions

The results provide evidence that the introduction of Al in the silica matrix, by this room temperature synthesis method, using tetraethoxysilane and aluminium sulfate, promotes a considerable improvement of the stability towards water vapour at 298 K. Moreover, the stability depends on the aluminium content as the greater improvement was found for samples having the lowest Si/Al ratios (15 and 30), in spite of the slight increase in the hydrophilicity of the surface.

The detailed analysis of the different approaches considered, allowed us to obtain a consistent picture of the effects of interaction with water vapour and to put forward explanations for the enhancement in stability due to aluminium.

After the prolonged exposure to water vapour during the determination of two consecutive water adsorption–desorption isotherms, only a slight loss of long range structural order has occurred and this was accompanied by a small decrease in pore volume (8–16%), total surface area (3–7%), pore size (3–5%) and pore size uniformity, but with practically no alteration in the external surface area. The changes that occurred can be attributed essentially to the hydroxylation of the surface during water isotherms determination and mainly during the first adsorption run, in particular for the samples with higher Al content.

The high stability of the materials can result from extraframework aluminium as well as aluminium incorporated in the pore walls. On the one hand, hexacoordinated aluminium species extra-walls, even in small proportion, could act as a protective barrier, not allowing the reaction of water molecules with Si–O–Si bonds to occur. On the other hand, the incorporation of tetracoordinated aluminium could promote a higher degree of polymerisation of the pore wall surfaces. In addition, the mild acidity of Al-MCM-41 materials could make the attack of water on siloxane linkages more difficult, thereby avoiding their dissociation.
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